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Beyond roads’ withering
[Based on the piece Old and Lost Rivers, by composer Tobias Picker.]
I'd rather not write about those everyday things
of the South down here. There's something else
that has taken hold of me, as if recall or imagining.
It's about old and lost rivers, of antediluvian character.
I might have seen them, or this might be a vague vision.
Other things gather around my thoughts of slow waters.
Maybe old sunlight echoing from a long path of lilies,
begonias, and soft camellias glowing under a vast halo.
It's best to wander down your mind and on into Louisiana.
A weary river is shrunken by years and idles past old Hope Manor.
Loons stand in shallows, and from depths a fish wrinkles the surface.
Warmth in air has come from under slow clouds' summer momentum.
The season has settled here halfway between dogwoods and autumn.
Beyond roads' withering come the dim trails
of vagrant, leaning grasses. Odd shadows delve
under trees toward lost rivers' moss-hued reveries.
Dragonflies weave their complex fabric of ennui
out of silences hung in time. Beyond roads' fading,
lost rivers are hidden, flowing with ambivalence,
odors, and goggling eyes below cypress water roots.
There is no one there to know a lost river.
It moves by itself, lapping the primitive bank.
And who knows if even a ghost can find it?
But I sense the narrow river and its weariness.
I float it in vision and need, as if I'm searching
for someone also lost in a murkiness of liquid.
A last breath comes to all things that breathe.
Yet time continues with a halo of mourning.
Maybe the lost dead can be sought beyond paths,
in the wildest durations of forgotten river moods.
Beyond roads' withering, things become uncanny.
Sometimes I think Southerners hold a few ounces
of slowing light when we die and then disappear.
We ride the air as a quivering above mossy silence,
going down a lost river, gleaming on dragonfly wings.
By: Tim Buck
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Mother Tree
For
ever
Mother tree
you
cradled me.
In the billows of steamy transit
whilst time etched a nebulous
reality in ancient air.
And now
you are
holding me
still,
your
warm cool hands,
steadily
grounding me.
Like dirt and stars and love and
god,
your grace becomes me.

By: Arna Baartz
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Loss of Balance
errors, margins and cataclysmic exposure
walking a length of wire but stumbling, tripping and trying not to
dance
side effects may include:
loss of balance or coordination
double and/or blurred vision
uncontrollable movements of the eyes
difficulty thinking or concentrating
difficulty speaking
drowsiness
dizziness
diarrhea
constipation
loss of appetite
weight loss
stomach, back, or joint pain
missed or painful menstrual periods
swelling, itching, or irritation of the vagina
uncontrollable shaking of a part of the body
seizures that happen more often, last longer, or are different than
the seizures you had in the past
chest pain
swelling of the hands, feet, ankles, or lower legs
headache
stiff neck
sensitivity to light
loss of consciousness
standard subterranean musings, echoes from the primal brain
we are lost, meandering aimless among a starry myriad.
By: Jhon Baker
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Actual Tigers
I just want another season,
says the wounded tiger
as he staggers back
to the place he first
found beauty
starving
seeking sustenance,
shade, mate
only to find paper
where meat used to be
poachers in the trees
blunderbusses aimed
he roars and hangs his fangs
shows glint of light from claws
the men find moon
as tiger strikes
beach red scream
a death dream of whale
swimming against current
dorsal fin ripped
into sweet oblivion
blood on sand
where bikinis used to be
that first taste of ocean
too strong and salty
to be forgotten
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green and blue
in crest and crash
a strange change up
thank god
they saw it all
in colour once
tasted it on their tongues
almost mother, home
tiger licks wound
with ocean in each eye
rage, calm, rage again
waves could be horses
or guttered candles
with flames remounted
he stretches and yawns
knows their voices
as just a single playback
that misses everything
and says nothing
as it numbly roars.
By: Will Crawford
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Martyrs
Where tall grasses sway
unbeknownst to human senses;
rejoicing at the prospect of
their afterlifewhen they die proudly, with their
heads held high, becoming
a natural fodder for the wild cattle.

By: Shriram S.

Exorcist
Too many bad horror flicks, maybe, but the voices, bad poetry,
Spirits with agendas, the vomiting, heads turning 360 degrees,
What is the purpose of a neck anyway?
The male voices in a woman’s throat.
Are all demons men?
The priests with
Holy water,
In Latin
Pray

By: Michael Brown

Zebrapunk's Paragonica
shen zen
energies platooning
birds fire
flapping it's frail wings
descended its peak upon the ground
it dug the underground
and discovered the undiscovered
nascence
at a distance unmeasurable
all bones and peaks
cantonese with awaken third eyes
popped it's head out and flew
away to a dozen suns
erupting from a canyon
dungeon mountain
with happy kid faces
drinking from alcohol fountains
dancing the afternoon away in a
lonesome cloud
By: Axoloto1
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A few words with a poet: Danny Baker

Tittsp:
Danny:

How would you describe yourself in three words:
Principle, Fatalist, Asshole

Tittsp: What five people would you like to have at a dinner party you
are hosting:
Danny: Kurt Vonnegut, Charles Bukowski, Tom Waits, Mark Hartenbach
& Heidi Klum
Tittsp: What is your guilty pleasure:
Danny: TV
Tittsp: Favorite one-liner:
Danny: So, a baby seal walked into a club…
Tittsp: What would you say to yourself if you could go back in time &
have a conversation with yourself at age thirteen:
Danny: Swallow a barrel
Tittsp: What is your greatest achievement to date:
Danny: Survival
Tittsp: What music can you not live without:
Danny: Punk Rock
Tittsp: Why do you write:
Danny: To keep the bats on their toes
Tittsp: What advice do you have for a young writer on surviving
the “starving artist” lifestyle:
Danny: Not sure I’m qualified to answer that. I guess, stay true.
Tittsp: Favorite indie movie, favorite book, favorite comedian:
Danny: Drugstore Cowboy, A Clockwork Orange, Rodney Dangerfield
Tittsp: Any idea on what you would like your last words to be:
Danny: “Anyone got a match?”
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Door Step Boys
East Village door step boys
beautiful birds
preening plumage
leathered wings
riveted on tight young bodies
Mirrored affectations
Eeking out crumbs
of attention
affection
Pissing desperation
on the sidewalk with the
cigarette butts
They will pluck out
each other's eyes
to be the prettiest.

By: Sheri L. Tardio
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Life-long Learner
I have issues
with the motes in the beam:
why do they laugh at me?
Do you see how the flowers
atop the weeds along the drive
nod their dusty heads together?
That’s the one, they whisper.
Yes. One is the operative number:
The blossoms have harvested
The prescience of Aimee Mann.
Trying to look only up
I see even the dark-framed stars
fixed in celestial solitude
all a- glitter with schadenfreude.
Thus have I learned to loathe
the humming gossip
of the snide and sarcastic sun.
By: Rob Dakin
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there is no Judah
Ben-Hur to take them
up,
no blood of Christ
in which to bathe them.
shades and shadows
crumble who once were
flesh, rotted
beyond time.
the reign of King
Kamehameha, the
fifth of his name,
sent them to the
island,
sent them to the
garden,
not Gethsemane,
but Eden,
some would say;
i would say,
would have said
then.
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a girl whose only
dream
(beyond being blue and blonde and
bony)
was to
die
a Martyr;
refusing to refute,
wrapped in banana leaves,
left to cure and smoke,
painless (had to be)
blissful (must be)
after a short life,

such a short life
caring for the
un
wanted
un
washed
un
wept
wounds
of skin and sore.

a female Father Damien
they would say,
would have said,
now
had we not for
gotten dreams,
had we not for
saken Martyrs,
had we not
traded it
all
for avocados and
papayas,
for antibiotics and
Las Vegas;
had we not
all
exchanged
Eden
for a National
Park
By: Stephanie Rogers
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Keep up your open heart
the cynics and dark clowns may
lay at your side
but your mind's lyrics will trump
their dark magic
things that may destroy
you and wither at your soul
the laughter of beasts
and the churning of
vicious insults
keep up your open heart
as long as it is stabbed
to emit blood across
every highway
dominated by hell-stung by bees in
every artery
there will be those
who open butterflies
into your vessels
and watch you
sing your
silly songs

By: Kevin Ridgeway
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On an afternoon in Baja
This is the place where
my thoughts can't get enough of me
a flat sky, low November sun
wind crisscrossing the plateau
hawks sweeping in and out
of its currents,
the habits of my years
crystallizing in a gin bottle.
I am absorbed by that other horizon
where the life we live alone
encounters the life we live in bunches
It is a thin but tensile line,
hovering between the living and dead,
this place and all the other places.
I keep my boundaries clear with alcohol.
All the people I have known
are accomplices of each other
They buy me drinks
even when they don't know that
They put on weight, take on size
with their absences,
squeeze me into this dark corner,
And yet there's always a rush
of blood to the heart,
always a window to peer out of
always the sky and sun and wind,
always these hawks that descend
from the mountains.
Hawks, I assure you,
not vultures.
By: John Grey
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The Hum of Two Souls
I am building
a wall of bricks,
circular and red
and strong enough
to hold back fear,
soft enough
to hold the echoes
bounding
from my heart.
I spread the mortar,
thick and uneven,
a simple reflection
of the soul; the symmetry
of stone a passing comfort.
And when it is done
the wind will be my
solitude, the rays of sun
salvation, and I will
understand then
the meaning
of love.
Timorous
There are days
when my heart
is only 15 years old
and easily damaged
by the heaviness
in the room
when asked
for its opinion
on delicate matters.
It is out of practice
never having an opinion,
never knowing
how loud its voice
is supposed to be
after so many years
of forced reticence.
Repeatedly—
it is the only wedge
between us.
By: Aleathia Drehmer
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Lizardcat
what’s with you, lizard
stuck upon my office screen
are you telling me something
you’ve been here since Boris left
watching quietly
as I type my way past insanity
who am I kidding
it’s just a vain attempt to keep what remains
waiting for life
to kick down my door
before the door kicks me through the crossbars
you just moved
looks like a protective stance
makes me think
all of it
well, want to think anyway
that a lack of faith
is no longer called for but
I can’t pray past straight lines
tracks in the sand don’t allow for myth
doesn’t mean I haven’t tried
don’t recall seeing you
before he floated up and away
not sure if this emboldens
the thought of no faith
or just adds to the confusion
perhaps my eyes can’t adjust
and the lady’s searching too hard
seeking a song in revelation
perchance I’ve gotten it all wrong
after all it IS written
it's just that I don't trust the writers

By: Danny Baker
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Secret Thoughts
As I walk the streets
the gentle breeze blows,
swaying everything in its path
as if leading the way
A slight whisper blows by my ear
was it real
or my imagination?
The wind brings my attention to a man
whose unfinished letter tries to flee
to the unknown addressee
Listen!
A girl cries near a bench
As I watch her tears slowly caress her face
a wind blows, sweeping them off
and slowly dispersing them.
Whispers again
As I listen the murmurs turn to words
Words turn to sentences
Sentences into something I’ve never realized
It turns into something happy
Something educated
Something sad
Something secret

By: Berenise E. Flores
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Is this the most beautiful suicide
I ask the muse to hold my hand
I’ve never seen a river of bridges
Bespeckeled in jewels of the moon
Sailing crestfallen floating crimson tides
Voyaged of the sanguined dispositions
Deposited on harlequinade kisses
Shoulder in on the cusp of a wave
If a dream could have its time before and again
Do you think it would choose this tomorrow
Resting on the unspoken laurels of a reddened yesterday
I feel in the wishes what belongs in the stars and the moon
Spoken in colours of destiny and believe there is no other to choose
If summers could hold a hand and cherish these things that lead unto
Don't take the time to believe that futures spin haphazardly into crystal
And walk into the shadows as one burnt onto a new stream soaked in a
glisten
Its at this time you don't have to be alone
Into the inconsequential
A single tear is born
Glance into the refraction that serves as a mirror
Crestfallen a soul carries the feathers deposited by those who flew before
Now walk remorseful among those of the with eyes unseeing
Whose feet cradle the shit in vanity rested on the chin
Is this a need that makes questions better
Or an excuse left hanging on a window
Wrapped in sheets of velvet smoothed of the creases of a life
Lived in the sounds of a cacophony of sorries and blame
I loved all your cares
I lived all your sounds
Simple things tattoo’d on the palms of a hand
We kissed the razors edge
Wished the moon and stars
Goodbye sung on the wings of a butterflies peace of change
Is this the most beautiful suicide?
By: Adrian AIDZ Giannini
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What Goes Round
He thought the story was funny, he’d read it the other day. But
Albert didn’t see why he should share it with these people, he hardly
knew them, what would they think?
Keeping his back to the wall was a priority; he believed people
were capable of anything, he felt he’d experienced just about everything they had to fling at him.
Oh, of course, he knew that wasn’t really true, there were a lot
worse things people could do, the history of the last hundred years
said that. But ‘Forewarned is forearmed,’ he thought. So don’t tell the
story.
He sat back and listened to the chatter, his attention weaving in
and out of conversations as he watched the others around the table,
eventually resting on the face of one speaker. He watched her jaw, the
lips, the eyes expressing amusement at whatever she was saying, so he
focused in to listen, hearing the end of her story the moment before
everyone around her burst into laughter.
And Albert was devastated.
It was the story he wanted to tell.

By: DZ Watt
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Molly's Sketch
This was no mountain, the emerging grass upon a dragon turtles back–
The tattooed shadow of her muscle curled along the edges of an origin –
sand snakes whispering up beneath the holes of the tissue – weaving
inside of the surface, dragon turtle, spine. A series of springs coiling
back, loaded for an immaculate trajectory, deep code at the core, boiling cell entwined into sphere. Clear walls of the skin (revealer's, what
underneath mathematics) sewed to centrifuge and the outer parts – circling vapors, reeling from a center axis, all suggest halo's, curling
into comet (their housing fern) letting grow “the down” – the muscles in
fur circles, always open.

By: Zachary Scott Hamilton
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How to Succeed at Being Alive
Here’s what you do, he said through the bars. Find the most real thing
you can find inside you and rip it out like a sheet of notebook paper.
Don’t bother tidying up the little tag things at the side. Nobody’s
gonna care. Tear it out and nail it to the door of whatever the hell
piece of the world pisses you off most. Be the one who offers his best
at an altar that never wanted your sacrifice in the first place. Then
walk away.
Get familiar with the feeling of a missing page.
Grow a new one.
Repeat.
By: Shawnacy Perez
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Everybody's Doing A Brand New Dance Now
in the days when Mel Gibson
wore a mullet
before alcohol and sex
I sang to The Locomotion
stood tip-toes on the stool
in Grandma's kitchen
my ear next to the boom-box
on top of her fridge-freezer
"you'll go deaf
with your head so close to that thing"
she'd crow from her chair
the click of knitting needles
still audible

and now, in the days
when Mel Gibson is receding
so am I.... into a hole
where only the dead dance
I haven't had sex
for ninety three days
my hangovers hold hands
like children
circling me
the click of bones
is the only thing I hear
-- a metronome
atop the silence of a grand piano
that's almost singing
By: Michael Ashley
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Starry Thing
Stains from a dirty conscience fall
into a soup of stirred regret, I keep forgetting
we’re not in love anymore and something steals
that edge from my voice when I would whisper
but it could still cut through days and nights of not hearing, believing only
in the drops of water falling
from the ceiling of bone above.
(filthy floor thought they belonged to it, can’t you see me scrambling
- you’re
amused now - shuffling forward and sideways and a different kind of
angle for every tear that slips…
I grew tired, and left some for the morphined dust)
Letting my eyes roam
beyond the doorway dripping with apologies… there - there! - was a
constellation.
I shut my eyes, remembering
I don’t believe
in any non-watery thing.
Starry thing paid no mind,
dripping its music into my nose and pores as if
sound is our only sense.
By: Diane Cambern

"words are not so important as to be vaulted
away,
nor are they worthless enough to throw away, so we give
them away"
-DP-

“Nothing matters but the writing. There has been nothing else worthwhile...a stain upon the silence”
-Samuel Beckett-
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